Dear practitioner,

The SpicE consortium invites you to join our Community of Practice (CoP), a dynamic platform aiming to unite educators, policymakers, researchers, and practitioners who are passionate about advancing teacher education focused on Special Education within the context of STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics). While we initially focus on Greece, Bulgaria, Cyprus, and Spain, practitioners worldwide interested in European Education Systems are welcome.

Our mission is clear: "Bringing together educators interested in fostering training and policy change in STEAM for a more inclusive educational system." Our vision is to be "the European reference for teacher education in Special Education."

Join us in creating a sustainable community of European stakeholders. We aim to provide cutting-edge STEAM and Special Education solutions for primary education, promoting active participation, dialogue, resource exchange, and visibility.

By joining our platform, you will directly benefit from international networking with the members of the community, learning opportunities and teaching resources, you will be able to actively participate in discussion forums about topics related to STEAM and access information regarding relevant events and news.

To be part of this community, register at https://spiceacademy.eu or reach us at spiceacademyeu@gmail.com if you have any questions.

Be part of this transformative initiative shaping STEAM education and Special Education across Europe, and feel free to share this invitation with other practitioners potentially interested in joining.

We look forward to welcoming you to the SpicE Community of Practice!

The SpicE Project Team